WE are all conscious to-day of living in one of those crises in the history of human society in which a phase of steady progress is replaced by a sudden jerk forward under the influence of a great social upheaval, in this case, as so often, war. We all hope that a more beautiful Society may emerge like the dragon-fly from the old cramping larval skin and, having balanced perilously for a while in imminent danger of drowning, the new being may spread its wings and take flight into the sunshine of a wider and better life. In that life Medicine must play a part-a more vital part than ever before, and it is this realization that has set our Profession and the Nation in general to examining, though not always with all the fearlessness and objectivity which it deserves, the future relationship of the Doctor to the State.
though not always with all the fearlessness and objectivity which it deserves, the future relationship of the Doctor to the State.
In the course of my own examination of this question I have asked myself what has been in the past the position of the doctor in the community and the attitude of the public towards him, to what extent has the State concerned itself with his activities and what has our great profession done to regulate its training and conduct so as best to serve the community. Any attempt to answer this question in full would involve a review not only of the whole history of medicine, but also that of the many different civilizations which gave birth to it and conditioned its development, and such an account cannot be compressed within the narrow limits of a Presidential Address. I must therefore content myself to-day with glancing briefly at the medical profession in bygone ages and the public's attitude towards it, endeavouring to show how never-changing human nature causes a recurrence age-after age of certain social tendencies and their resulting phenomena and how, in spite of our justifiable pride in modern scientific achievement and our youthful impatience with the past, we can yet use that past as a firm foundation for future progress and a warning of the pitfalls which may beset our path.
For convenience I propose to consider the position of the doctor in different civilizatiops and epochs taken seriatim, but I would ask you to bear in mind that these civilizations often overlapped.
The Medicine-Man
In the most primitive form of society the medical practitioner is represented by the "medicine-man", though in truth this personage is far more than a doctor in the modern sense of the word, fulfilling in addition the roles of priest, magician and sometimes chieftain. We are, perhaps, too much inclined to regard with amused contempt this father of our craft, but his importance is defended with convincing argument and almost affectionate vigour by Sir James Frazer in "The Golden Bough". ... "The development of such a class of functionaries", he says, "is of great importance for the political as well as the religious evolution of society. . . . The profession . . . draws into its ranks some of the ablest and most ambitious men of the tribe, because it holds out to them a -prospect of honour, wealth and power such as hardly any other career could offer" [1] .
Admittedly the men who thus come to wield the supreme power in the tribe are those possessed not only of the keenest intelligence but also oi the most unscrupulous characters, but Frazer maintains that nevertheless: "If we could balance the harm they do by their knavery against the benefits they confer by their superior sagacity, it mnight well be found that the good greatly outweighed the evil."
Personally I am inclined to agree with Frazer that "the original institution of this class of man has, take it all in all, been productive of incalculable good to humanity. They were the direct predecessors, not merely of our physicians and surgeons, but of our investigators and discoverers in every branch of natural science".
JAN.-EPID. I It is curious to reflect that it is in this, the most primitive form of organized society, that we find the doctor occupying the highest position in the whole of historv-and that never was the choice of doctor less free! China Chronologically the rival claims of China, Mesopotamia and Egypt to be considered next are difficult to determine, but I propose to take China as ancient Chinese civilization is to all appearances such an isolated phenonitnon.
In the early phases of Chinese civilization which enshrine the memory of Shen Nung, the Divine Husbandman (supposed to have reigned 2838-2698 B.C.), still worshipped by native drug guilds as their patron god and venerated as the Father of Medicine, the profession was represented by priests and sorcerers and it was not until the Chou dynasty (1123-256 B.C.), one of the most glorious periods in Chinese history, that the functions of the two were separated. But unfortunately no amount of intellectual dexterity or philosophical insight can compensate for lack of scientific method and consequentlv medicine at this time degenerated from a practical art, based upon knowledge and observation, however restricted, into an absurdly elaborate and meretricious system, ever growing in complexity as it decreased in rationality and effectiveness. Very similar phases occurred in other and later civilizations as I shall hope to show. However we may venerate China as the birthplace of systematic medicine, the medical student must ever bear her a grudge for inventing medical examinations, which appear in China as early as the tenth century B.C. In contrast to the scholastic atmosphere of the 'Chou dynasty these early examinations were devised on a very 'practical basis of grading by the percentage of successful cures, a system which persisted without material change into the T'ang dynasty (A.D. 618-906). It would, however, be a mistake to conceive of medical education and testing at this period as provided on a national scale. Medical education was confined almost entirely to the Imperial College, an institution whose purpose was to care for the needs of the Emperor rather than to train doctors to look after his subjects. It was not until the Sung dynasty that proper medical schools were established, first in the capital and later in other parts of the country, and the scape of the examinations marked'y widened till they corresponded nearly to the official literary competitive examinations which for long ages played so important a part in the intellectual and official life of the country.
In the third year of Yiu Yu (A.D. 1317) State medical examinations were reintroduced and under the same dynasty women doctors were officially recognized for the first time.
The Chinese people are famous, among other qualities, for their love of order and nothing in the history of Chinese medicine is perhaps more remarkable -than the high degree of practical organization which existed side by side with extremely artificial medical theories during the Chou dynasty. The Chou Rituals describe four kinds of doctors, each with his special well-defined sphere. First there is the dietitian to look after food and drink; second the physician, concerned with internal complaints only; third the surgeon, whose sphere is external diseases such as wounds, fractures and ulcers; and lastly the veterinary surgeon to care for sick animals.
You will note that the dietitian comes first in this classification, and this is the place he occupies in the scheme of organization of the medical department. His function is defined very exactly as that of mixing the six foods and drinks, the six meals, the hundred sauces and the eight delicacies to see that each is of the right taste and consistency.
At this period, in spite of the fact that the priest and physician were already separate, there was still general distrust of the latter's ability and character.
The Analects says that without perseverance one cannot even become a doctor and the Record -of Rates warns against taking any medi5ine compounded by a doctor who has not the experience of three generations behind him; an attitude of caution shared by no less a person than the great Confucius who, on being sent a present of medicine by a disciple received it with a bow and the words "I do not know it. I dare not taste it" [2] . The T'ang Annals class doctors with mathematicians, surveyors, fortune-tellers, physiognomists and magicians as charlatans. "The Sages", it says, "did not regard them as educated." All Ancient Chinese writers do not, I am glad to say, take such a poor view of the profession, and perhaps the highest tribute paid to them was by Fan Wen-Cheng, of the Sung dynasty, who said that if he could not aspire to be a good statesman he would be a good'doctor. Finally I would commend to your notice this very modern dictum of an ancient Chinese sage, Su Wen: "The sage does not treat those who are ill but those who are well." Is not that real preventive medicine?
Mesopotamia
The records as regards our profession in ancient MIesopotamia are extremely limited. Babylonic-Assyrian medicine was essentially demonistic and "primitive folk medicine, with all its superstitions, completely dominated the medical teaching of the ancient Babylonians" [13] .
But religious influence was not, apparently, the onlv stumbling block in the path of the Babylonian doctor, he was in addition alternately encouraged and intimidated by a scale of rewards and punishments of an elaborate kind. The Code of Hammurapi (c. 2200 B.C.) which is almost entirely surgical lays down an award of ten shekels of silver (less than £1) for a successful major operation, the reward being reduced to five shekels in the case of a free man, and two shekels from the cwner of a slave so operated. If, however, the patient died or lost his eye the surgeon was to have his hands cut off, though if the patient was a slave the doctor merely had to replace him by another slave [3] . The beginnings of medical learning in Assyria probably date back to nearly 3000 B.C., but medical lore seems to have changed very little ther-e even by the seventh century B.C. when we find Arad-Nanai, a famous medical man and court physician of Esarhaddon, the son of Sennacherib, writing letters to the king advising him on the treatment of his illness, probably rheumatism [14] . Babylonic-Assyrian medicine remained to the last demonistic and wedded to incantation and divination, but nevertheless, as Jastrow says, "the physicians of Babylonia and Assyria . . . passed across the barren wastes of incantation rites and divination practices and reached at least the border of the promised land of pure genuine medical science" [13] . Babvlonia, however, "had nothing to teach Greece which could have led to the great schools of medicine associated with Cos and Cnidos".
Medes and Persianis
After the fall of Babylon and the establishment by Cyrus of the kingdom of the Medes and Persians the records become even scarcer, almost the onlv source of information being the religious writings carefully preserved by the Parsees, namely the Zend-Avesta and its literary predecessors.
The Persians, like the Babylonians before them, had a scale of charges authorized for doctors as well as a scale of punishments. Thus the Vendidad, or code of purifications of the Zend-Avesta, lays down that: "A priest must be healed for his blessing; the head of a house, a village, or a town for the price of an ox, of low, average or high value respectivelv, while the lord of a province must pay the price of a chariot and four" [4] . But when we come to the penalties for unsuccessful surgerv a novel and interesting feature appears, namely the sharp distinction between operations upon believers (Mazdajasnas) and unbelievers (Daivajasnas). Medical students are enjoined to get their hand in by practising surgery on unbelievers and it was only when the budding doctor had killed three such that he was considered unfit to practise! If, however, he was skilful enough or lucky enough to perform three successful operations on these experimental subjects, he might be allowed to exercise his craft upon worshippers of Ahura-Mazda. If he dared to practise without passing this test and the patient died it was regarded as premeditated murder.
Even in these early days the special obligation of the physician to attend a patient promptly when called upon was clearly laid down, but coupled with this injunction was an admirable warning against hasty treatment before the symptoms had been carefully observed.
Persia's most valuable contribution to medicine arose from her geographical position, which enabled her to act as a bridge between the civilizations of the East and the West. Important among the countries whose medical learning and knowledge of drugs were thus transmitted to the Near East and eventually to Europe was India.
India
In India we find the status of the phvsician refreshinglv elevated, at anv rate during the Brahmanic epoch, the golden age of Indian medicine. This is accounted for by the fact that the physicians of this period were independent of the priesthood; belonged to a high mixed caste of Ambastha (Vaidya), descended on the father's side from Brahmans; were required to possess manual dexterity and certain physical, moral and intellectual qualities; and finally not only their scientific studies but also their whole mode of life, their relations with their patients and patients' friends and their fees, were all prescribed in the minutest detail. It is interesting to note, however, that as in Egypt and Imperial Rome (as I shall show later) the services of these superior practitioners were not at the disposal of the whole population. Hunters, fowlers, caste-breakers, criminals and incurables were not to be treated bv them.
A remarkably sensible conception of the physician's role in the treatment of disease is shown by the following passage from the Ayur-Veda of Susruta: "The physician, the patient, the medicine and the nurse are the four feet of medicine upon which the cure depends. WVhen three of these are as they should be, then by their aid the exertions of the fourth, the phvsician, are of effect, and he can cure a sore disease in a short timne" [4] . And what better tribute could any of us hope to earn than that contained in this description of the physician of ancient India: 'In illness the physician is a father; in convalescence a friend: when health is restored, he is a guardian" [3] .
Egypt
In Egypt we find the earliest physician known to history, Imhotep, medical adviser to a Pharaoh of the thirtieth century B.C., who as the Asclepios of the Greeks and the Aesculapius of the Romans became the patron god of medicine in early classical Europe [14] .
In the early days of Egyptian civilization the priest-physician was the practitioner of medicine, but the differentiation of function occurs quite early resulting in the development of physicians, surgeons and exorcisers, the last named holding the highest position of the three. Further differentiation occurred as time went on, but it was not until Egyptian civilization, and with it Egyptian medicine, were on the decline that highly developed specialism occurred, as described by Herodotus. I shall refer again later to this association of specialism with social decay.
Tha death penalty attaching to a fatal outcome of medical treatment is found again in Egypt as in Mesopotamia and the Persian Kingdom. It is true that the medical practitioner was held to be free of blame in such cases so long as the treatment followed prescribed lines, but this rule, however comforting to the doctor, can hardly be regarded as an encouragement to progress.
One of the most remarkable, featuLres of the civiliization of ancient Egypt was the manner in wvhich every minute detail of public hygiene and private life was regulated by ordinance. The manner of life, the cleanliness of the house, the care of the body, clothing, diet, sexual life, all were exactly prescribed and in return for compliance long life, boundless health and many offspring were promised. "The whole manner of life", says Diodorus, "was so evenly ordered that it would appear as though it had been arranged according to the rules of health by a learned physician, rather than by a lawgiver" [3] . The same author tells us that the Egyptian physician was obliged to treat soldiers and travellers free of charge. In many respects Egypt was a pioneer and one can clearly trace her profound influence upon the MIosaic law and the beginning of medicine in Greece and through these on the whole subsequent course of civilization.
Hebrews
It was towards the end of the Hyskos dynasties in Egvpt that Joseph entered the couLntry and later Jacob and his Seventv Souls, and there the Hebrews remained for two hundred and ten years [5] . There is no need for me to remind you of the changes which took place in the position oi the Hebrews in Egypt during this period, culminating in a state of profound unrest and decline during which Moses was born and brought up in the palace of the Pharaohs. Here, as he grew up, he eagerly absorbed the wisdom of ancient Egypt, neglected by her then rulers, and that the medical papyri must have particularly attracted his interest is shown by the remarkable hvgienic laws which he gave to his people when he led them out of the land where they had been reduced to slavery. His fine intelligence, as well as the traditions of his race, led him to despise magic and magicians and, what is more remarkable, to disentangle the hygienic lore of Egypt from the religious symbolism and superstitious practices with which it had become encrusted.
The elaborate system of hygienic ordinances and public health officials (priests) which he devised, is familiar to all of us from the Old Testament.
In view of the criticism often levelled at the medical profession to-day of giving insufficient dietary advice t!o their patients, it is noteworthy that Moses was apparently not content merely to adopt the numerous and detailed dietetic rules he found in the Egyptian papyri, but carried out careful researches of his own, the results of which he embodied in his code. These rules concerned the selection, cleanly preparation, cooking, serving and eating of food and proved of inestimable value to his people, especially during their wanderings in the wilderness.
Later, when thev became established in Palestine, medical science underwent some development and received special impetus from King Solomon, who is said himself to have written a book on the subject. The increasing influence of surrounding nations greatly enlarged the outlook of the Hebrews resulting in the evolution of lay doctors in addition to the priests, and eventually even Gentile doctors were employed and Jewish doctors were obliged to care for Gentile patients when called upon [6] . These -lav doctors gradually won a high place in Jewish society and medical officers were appointed for each town, and surgeons ajs well sometimes. The priests, too, had their special doctors.
Greece
At no point do I find it so hard to confine myself within the strict limits of mv subject as when I reach the sunny shores of Greece, and am confronted by the amazing and fascinating picture of that great civilization to which we owe so much in every department of life and learning, and certainly not least in medicine. In the world's history there has been only one Hippocrates, of whom Dante says: quel sommo Ippocrate, che natura agli animali fe ch'ell'ha piu cari" (Purgatorio, Cant. XXIX. st. 137-8).
Of doctors in the early days we know little, but Homer tells us that they were held in high esteem, and even in this early period we hear of "lay phvsicians who freely exercised their profession, untrammelled by temple medicine" [3] . State medicine, too, was well organized, with towns appointing their official physicians at a fixed salarv, to attend the poor without charge, to control epidemics and to give expert evidence in COurt; and the armv and navy had their own medical corps.
Freedom of entry into the profession-except for women and freedom of practice for those duly qualified with the exception that slaves might only treat slaves encouraged progress in the art. The physician qualified by undergoing a practical and theoretical course of instruction under a recognized master and received a diploma which was essential for any doctor wishing to be elected (by popular assembly) to an official post. Physicians practised in their own homes or went on circuit. Besides domiciliary treatment there were nursing homes (Iatreia) provided with sick rooms for temporary treatment. Some of these iatreia were the property of the more eminent physicians, whilst others belonged to the community and were staffed by public medical officers. Such "homes", which were light and airy, were used chiefly for surgical operations and were equipped with all the necessary instruments and appliances. Now let us consider for a moment who these physicians vere. Though, as I have pointed out, there were lay physicians even in the very early days of Greek civilization the original Greek doctors were the priests of Aesculapius, the god of healing, wvho made a special study of the healing .rt. The temples of Aesculapius were built in beautiful surroundings, usually on high ground, and treatment was assisted by music and the drama.
The priests of these temples were known as Asclepiades, but later this term was applied as well to the lay doctors working there. During the century preceding the birth of Hippocrates the Asclepiades of Cos and Cnidos developed into a sharply defined guild, bound together by common religious beliefs and scientific views and controlled by strict rules aimed at securing a high ethical standard in their relations with each other and with their patients. Brotherly love, gratitude to their teachers, duty to their patients and the preservation of their science from profanation by the vulgar-such were the guiding principles of this unique society, which 460 years before Christ gave us that unsurpassed medical genius, Hippocrates....
In ancient Greece, as at the present day, there were not wanting laymen who, though not medically trained, did not hesitate to express views, often fantastic, on medical subjects. Among these was the great philosopher Plato (427-347 B.C.), but though his medical theories are not worth our notice his description of contemporary medical practice is of considerable interest. He tells us how the slave assistant of the free doctor attended on the slaves, either at home or in his master's consulting-room, prescribing empirical remedies without discussion, "like an unconstitutional monarch", whilst his master, attending free men, took great pain(s in his examination of his patient, consultation with his relations, and instructions as to treatment and regime [7] . Such differences in the medical care provided for different sections of the population persisted in all countries until quite modern times. But in spite of this blot on Greek medicine the rules of conduct for our profession, which are embodied in the famous Hippocratic oath, have survived until to-day as the standard of medical 'ethics. Before leaving, regretfully, this absorbing section of mv subject, I must make brief reference to an event which proved to be epochmaking in the history of medicine, namely the founding of the famous School of Alexandria with its unique library of at first 50,000 and finally 700,000 volumes. This was the work of Ptolemy I, a general of Alexander the Great, whose tutor was Aristotle, the founder of the sciences of comparative anatomv and natural history. Medicine was an important subject in the School of Alexandria and was from about 300 to 200 B.C. based upon observation and ascertained facts in the true Hippocratic tradition, nothing contri-buting more to medical progress here than the free practice of human dissection. But, alas, in the later years of the Alexandrian School a sad degeneration set in and the Hippocratic principles were smothered by a mass of unscientific and pedantic speculation. Rome Ancient Rome provided a much poorer soil than Greece for the cultivation of medical science. Medical prattitioners are recorded in Rome in very early times, for instance the Lex Emilia, passed in 433 B.C. ordained punishment for the doctor who neglected a sick slave and Dionysius of Halicarnassus mentions physicians in the epidemic of 451 B.C. But the native Roman doctors do not appear to have been either well trained or distinguished by their character or skill. They took no regular course of study, but acquired their knowledge through apprenticeship to a 'practitioner to whom an honorarium was paid. Pliny's remarks deploring the want of medical education and the credulity of the public are well known and perhaps it was just as well that the heads of families were the chief physicians of the time, having wide powers over the members of their households conferred upon them by Roman law.
The medical art made no real progress in Rome until Greek medicine became firmly rooted and thls did not occur without considerable difficulty and many setbacks in spite of its manifest superiority to the native Roman brand. Jealousy of foreigners and especially of the Greeks, many of whom where indeed unscrupulous charlatans, long delayed the naturalization of Hellenic medicine in its new home, but this was finally accomplished by Asclepiades of Prusa at the beginning of the first century B.C. With the coming of the Augustan age we find the doctor still occupying a verv low place in a society consisting of a small tyrannical, debauched, and superstitious upper class and a large thriftless and degraded lower class. Rome was the happy hunting ground of quacks. Some of the practitioners were slaves, appointed by the heads of great households to look after the other slaves of the house, but the majority were freedmen who practised in booths, in which they prescribed and compounded with the aid of freedmen and slaves who were their assistants and pupils.
By the time of Constantine the two classes of archiatri had become established, namely the archiatri sancti palati, or court physicians, and the archiatri populares who attended the people. Each of the regions of the city had its own archiater, except for those of the vestal virgins and the gladiators which had their own special medical officers (Galen was one of the latter). These archiatri, especially the archiatri sancti palati, were given numerous privileges, such as freedom from taxation and from the billeting of soldiers on them and immunity from imprisonment. The archiatri populares were elected by the people themselves and paid by the Government a basic salary for attendance on the poor, but were not debarred from private practice, which often proved very lucrative....
With the death of Paulus Aegineta, a famous Greek physician of the seventh century, a rapid and marked decline in the practice of medicine and surgery set in and lasted for five centuries.
Arabian Medicine I must now consider very briefly the position of the doctor in the important period of Arabian Medicine beginning at the end of the eighth century A.D. Though only one important medical writer of this period, Al-Kindi, was of Arab stock, the rest being Persians, Syrians and Saracens of the Western Caliphate and Jews [8] , yet Arabic was the medium employed by all. Wihen Roman civilization in Europe was overwhelmed by the barbarians, Arabian medicine, by preserving some of the Greek writings and by its own original contributions, kept the flame alight. The Moslems put tremendous enthusiasm into the task of translating the Greek authors and 'Baghdad, science with the help of a rich library. One of the great services given to the medical world by the Arabs was the establishment of well-endowed hospitals (of which the one in Baghdad, to which 1 have referred, was the first) where carefully supervised medical teaching was given on very practical lines. An examination system was also developed with the object of testing the capacity of the student before allowing him to practise. Unfortunatelv this svstem does not seem to have established any permanent footing.
Before leaving the subject of Arabian Medicine I must refer to one of the earliest medical examinations on record. In 931 a doctor in Baghdad killed a patient through carelessness. In consequence of this the Caliph required all doctors, except the Court physicians and those of recognized ability, to submit themselves to examination [6] . NIIDDLE AGES I turn noNv to the Middle Ages, and this is, perhaps, an appropriate place in which to note an important change wrought by Christianity in medical ethics. Even the Hippocratic rule enjoined the doctor not to treat "incurable" cases, but Christianity reversed this. As Neuburger says: "die Humanititsideen des Christentums, mit ihrer hohen Einschaitzung des ivIenschenlebens, machten ihm hingegen seinen Beistand auch in diesen Fallen zur sittlichen Pflicht." I would say a word first about the doctor found among the most primitive European peoples of the time. The most backward of all, perhaps, were the Germanic tribe's, especially those in North Germany and Scandinavia where the phvsician, known as lachner, was a mere medicine man and demon-chaser, practising strange and horrible rites including human sacrifice. The Riparian and Salic Franks were definitelv more advanced and appointed public medical officers (among whose functions was the determination of virginity) and also established hospitals under lay control, such as the one founded at Lyons in 542. Among the Celtic Gauls the doctor was at first also a priest, a Druid, but by the seventh century medical practice was largely in the hands of laymen, who were regarded as craftsmen rather than scholars. These men were itinerant, and the surgeons lonig remained so, but medicine (as distinct from surgery) was gradually transferred to the monks, though throughout the first half of the Middle Ages many Jews and a few Arabs practised in Southern Europe [8] . England, I am sorry to say, lagged far behind Italy or even France during the first part of this period, but Scotland was more advanced as it had a peculiar tvpe of hereditary physician in the great families, the origin of whom is to be traced to Irelandl which was at this time tranquil, and a home for monastic learning and the preservation of classical tradition.
But the real springs of medical learning in medixval Europe were to be found in Spain and Italy. I have already referred to Arabian medicine in Spain, and I would onlv add now that there were also many Saracen physicians practising in Sicily and Southern Italy.
Apart from Saracens and Jews the teaching of medicine was mostly in the hands of the monks and other clerics who wverc, indeed, practicallv the only educated class. It is all the more remarkable, therefore, that Salerno, Europe's first real school of medicine, and for long the only one, should have been from the beginning under lay control. Before this time, however, some medical knowledge had been preserved and handed down by the monks who looked after their sick brothers, thouLgh the real awakening in the monasteries of interest in medicine can be dated to the founding of the Monasterv of MIonte Cassino by St. Benedict of Nursia in 529. This centre of learning reached the peak of its fame towards the end of the ninth century, being then eclipsed by the neighbouring School of Salerno, the first European university. The story of Salerno has till recently been "wrapped in the mists that shroud the dawn of learning" [15] but these mists have been largely dispelled lately by the work of Professor Sudhoff. One of the secrets of Salerno's success appears to have been the thoroughness and efficiencv of the instruction given. In 1140 King Roger of the Two Sicilies decreed that no physician should practise medicine in his kingdom before receiving authoritv from the royal officials, and this is probably the first medical practice act in history [8] . But it was Roger's grandson, Frederick II, nicknamed in the Middle Ages "Stupor Mundi" who, when founding his new university at Naples in 1224, with extraordinary vision, laid down rules, which even to-day do not seem very old-fashioned, for the regulation of medical teaching and practice. TheEe rules required the budding doctor to pursue a three years' pre-medical qourse in philosophy and literature, followed by a five years' professional course and a year's apprenticeship to an experienced practitioner. Finally he was examined on the genuine works of Hippocrates and Aviicenna (which had been introduced about 1077 from Africa by Constantinus Africanus, the arch-forger who inaugurated the new age of medicine in Europe) and if he passed this test and produced the requisite testimonials a formal graduation ceremony set the seal upon his qualifications. The code, it mav be noted, provided for the education of poor students free of charge. It also laid down a scale otf fees to be charged by practitioners and placed druggists and apothecaries under the control of physicians, who were,strictly forbidden to have any money transactions with them. The new University practically killed Salerno [16] .... Before leaving Italy some mention must be made of the guild of physicians and apothecaries established in Florence in the twelfth century and . . . which numbered Dante Alighieri and Collucio Salutati among its members. A Statute of 1314, prescribed examinations, for a licence to practise, by the Consuls of the Guild.. . . Later statutes ... prescribed for qualified practitioners their scale of fees and rules of conduct. Florence from a very early period employed salaried physicians and surgeons to attend the poor without charge. But on this fair picture appeared once more the blot I have referred to in Egypt and Ancient Rome over-specialization founded on insufficient knowledge.
Let us now pass to France. Here monastic medicine reached its height in the tenth century, though surgery was left much freer owing to the traditional prejudice of the Church against shedding blouod. The decline of monastic medicine was due to many factors, among theim the establishment of the Cathedral Schools . . . these schools, though in clerical hands, being much freer than the monasteries; . . . Let me take the Faculty of Mledicine of the University of Paris as an example. This Faculty started on the second floor of a houLse in the Vicus Straminus (Straw Street), on the first floor of which prostitutes plied their trade. Here the lecturers and pupils alike sat on the floor but later, when the Faculty moved to the Rue du Fouarre, the professor was promoted to a wooden stool, though the students still sat an the ground and wrote on their knees, an arrangement of which Pope Urban V in 1366 wrote approvingly because it encouraged humility. The course of instruction too was long and hard, starting in the summer at five, and in the winter at six, in the morning. The minimum length of the course in the fifteenth century was six years, of which two were spent in acquiring a Master of Arts degree. The medical course was punctuated by a series of examinations, of which thcse for the lower degrees of bachelor and licentiate were partly practical, but those for master and especially doctor were purely academic. Only the degree of doctor permitted independent practiice. . . The surgeons, in France, were not organized or regulated like the physicians until Jean Pitard, physician to St. Louis, founded the College of Surgeons or Confrerie diu Saint Come. Under the rules of this corporation no surgeon was allowed to practise until he had passed a rigorous examination by the College, which was authorized to confer the lower degrees, but not that of doctor. Now at long last we reach England, where the evolution of medicine was on much the same lines as in France, terminating in the establishment of the Cathedral School at Canterbury, which somehow never developed into a University, and then in the gradual evolution of the medical faculties at Oxford and Cambridge. The University of Oxford, founded in 1206, may be regarded as a daughter of the University of Paris. In the thirteenth century both the masters and the students at Oxford, as at Paris, were clerics vearing clerical garb and the tonsure. At Cambridge, recognized by royal charter in 1217, the progress of medicine was very similar to that at Oxford. . . . The medical course at Oxford was much the same as I have already described at Paris and the discipline was as strict. A high standard of competence was reqtuired for medical graduation. .
All the same the knowledge required of candidates in the thlirteenth and fourteenth centuries was apparently entirely theoretical, culled from the works of Hippocrates, Galen, Isaac and Nicolaus, and no mention is made of clinical experience or anatomical knowledge. No surgery as such was taught at either Oxford or Cambridge until the fifteenth century. Now what was the attitude of the public towards the doctor in the Middle Ages? There were many who ridiculed them. "Trop croire physique c'est folie" says Perrot de Saint-Cloot. Petrarch's strictures, though perhaps unusually scathing, typify the attitude of the educated public of the time towards the doctor. In the brochure "Contra Medicum auendam Invectiva'" be writes: "The physician loses sight of the real needs of the sick and in order to bring health he fills him with syllogisms. Formerly one treated the sick without philosophizing too much. Now artificial conclusions are drawn and the patient remains sick. Many thousands die while the physicians argue and perorate" [8] .
That medicine, including surgery, was an occupation with very special risks in the earlv part of the Middle Ages is shown by the fact that in the fifteenth cen~tury Pone John XXII burned an unsuccessful physician at Florence, and on this Pope's death his friends flayed alive the surgeon who had failed to keep him alive.
POST-MEDIEVAL ENGLAND
In the remainder of this account of the history of the doctor I propose to confine myself to this er-untry. In the third year of King Henry VIII an Act was passed limiting the practice of medicine to such persons as should be duly examined and approved, the preamble stating that medicine was being practised by a "great multitude of ignorant persons, of whom the great part have no manner of insight in the same, nor in any kind of learning", and stating that these quacks included "common artificers, as smiths, weavers and women". Practice was therefore limited within the City of London, or within seven miles of it, to those examined, approved and admitted by the Bishop of London or the Dean of St. Paul's assisted bv four doctors of physic, or for surgery other expert persons. Outside London and its prccincts the examinations and admissions were to be in the hands of the bishop of each diocese also assisted by experts. In the tenth year of his reign this enlightened monarch at the instigation of Thomas Linacre, fiunded the Royal College of Physicians of London, the letters patent beling dated Septcmber 23, 1518. The powers given to the new College were very wide, and included not only holding examinations and granting licences to practise but also punishing offenders by means of fines or imprisonment. Five years later further powers were granted and the new Act provided that, except for graduates of Oxford and Cambridge, no one shotuld be allowed to practise physic in the whole of England withotut the authority of the College. In 1560, another Act gave the College control of the ap;thecaries' shops.
The complicated history of the evolution of the Royal College of Surgeons . . . has already been described by many able pens.
The position of the profession in mid-Tudor times is described by Simon as follows:
"The medical profession had but imperfectly detached itself frcm other industries. Three mainroots for it were discernible. Apothecary, surgeon, phvsician, each had a mark of his own; the first his familiaritv wvith the uses of worts and drugs; the second his skill for bleeding, bandaging, bone-settinig and the like; the third his book-learning, especiallv in the Greeks and Latins, and often his masterv of at least one occLult science; but the apothecarv wvas still a variety of grocer, the surgeon still a varietv of barber, ancl the physician but jUSt ceasing to be an ecclesiastic" [9] .
The emergence of a learned profession. with its two distinct butt relatted branches, from the TuLdor phase is bound lip wvith the development of the two Roval Colleges; but the legal constitution of the medical profession with the establishment of a I\Iedical Register bv which, for the first time, the public and its cou-rts of justice were able to distinguish the qualified practitioners from pretenders, and the control of licensing bodies, had to wait for the Medical Act of 1858.
In the securing of this reform the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association-now the British Medical Association plaved a leading part. This Act did not, however, remove completely the confuLsion dLue to manv ports of entrv nor did it establish a sufficiently democratic control of the profession. The amending Act of 1886, which, among ether things, recognized the essential unitv of the profession by demanding evidence of training in both medicine and surgerv as a qualification for registration, improveci the position stubstantially, though manv people to-day, both inside and outside medicine, consider that a further refQrm of the General Medical Council is overdue. Much has been w'ritten about the famous consultants of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, btut . . . I will confine myself from now on to the general practitioner whose future is a matter of particular concern to us at the present time. Certain characteristics seem to have been common to the general practitioners of both the eighteenth and nincteenth centuries. They were on the whole men of keen observation, of great independence, and intimately acquainted with the lives of their patients, especially in the countrv and the smaller towns. These characteristics resulted partly from the trulv scientific spirit infused into the profession by such great men as Harvey, Hunter and Sydenham, and partly from the greater intimacy of social life in general before tihe advent of fast and easy transport. Another important factor was the absence of the numerous laboratorv tests and other special investigations, upon which all btit the wisest have become increasingly dependent, thus tending to lose some of that clinical acuLmen and selfreliance which not only directly benefited the patient but also wvon his confidence. Sir D'Arcv Power describing the career of the average man on qualification in the 1870's says: "As a rule he settled down in his native place and became the highly respected, but ill-paid doctor with many club patients. By day and bv night, in all weathers, he drove in a high dog-cart sheltered by a large umbrella held by his groom. The wise doctor went on horseback" [10] .. Almost within the lifetime of some of my distinguished audience two great changes have occurred which have profoutndly affected the life and work of the general practitioner. First there is the wonderful series of discoveries and inventions in physics and chemisitry.
which have enlarged so enormouslv the horizon of medicine and the possibilities of diagnosis and treatment a change for which we must all be devoutlv thankful, but which is attended by the danger, to which I have just referred, of failure to see the wood for the trees. Secondly, there is the awakening of the social conscience to the demands of the public health and in consequence the ever-increasing concern of the State with -the preventive aspects of medicine-or in current jargon "the achievement of positive health". As Sir George Newman put it in his Heath Clark Lectures in 1931: "Between 1874 and 1930 Parliament imposed statutory duties of a preventive kind upon every registered medical practitioner. He must certify, notify, and justify in various and manifold directions. his liabilities as a certifying officer of Preventive Medicine have become comprehensive-birth, sickness, death; poisonings, vermin, vaccination; nuisances, disinfection, offensive and dangerous trades; inebriates, mental deficients, drug addicts" [11] .
And, quoiting Sir Henry Acland: "The general practitioner throughout the whole country became connected with a State system of organized medical observation and relief.
A new conception of Medicine had arisen throughout the English-,speaking race." Probably the most radical of these changes from the general practitioner s standpoint was that effected by the N.ational Health Insurance Act of 191 1. This measure was, in the words of Professor Thomas Fraser of Aberdeen, "revolutionary in character, and it is not surprising that the profession in the first instance saw itself threatened with a form of control entirely foreign to all its traditions, and on conditions dictated by the State with what was believed by practitioners to be an incomplete understanding of the work involved" [12] . No, the profession's fear of the Bill is not surprising. What Is surprising, to me at any rate, is that the once dreaded National Health Insurance system should have established itself so firmly in the affections of the profession in 'the last thirty-two years, that now a large section, apparently, regards the extension of its provisions to include practically the whole population as the most desirable way of meeting the public demand for a comprehensive national medical service. Few people familiar witn the conditi'ons of general practice before 1911, would, it is true, doubt the benefit conferred by the Act on the general practitioner. "In the days before the National Health Insurance Act", Fraser says, "the usual method of starting practice in Aberdeen was to put up a plate and wait for patients to appear-often a long wait. To the young practitioner election as medical officer of a Society", that is to say a Friendly S-ociety, "was a boon; it gave him work on which to build up a reputation and enlarge his experience. The disadvantages, however, were many, among them undignified competition for such posts and no security of tenure. The proposed Act removed many of these disadvantages."
Apart from the medical care provided under this Act the State has in recent years taken steps to supervise,the health of the school children and of expectant and nursing mothers and children under school age. These services were committed to the care of Local Education Authorities, and,of certain Local Sanitary Authorities respectively. This is no place in which to discuss the rights and wrongs of the arrangements made for the staffing of the clinics where this work is done, and I will only remark that it is now pretty generally agreed that the separation of this work from the general medical supervision of the family is unfortunate from more than one point of view. It can hardly be doubted, in fact, that the ideal arrangement would be continuous medical supervision of the individual from conception to death by the same person and the preservation of the family unit as the basis of the general practitioner's work.
I believe that one of the basic causes of the profession's mistrust in 1911, of the practitioner's failure to participate more fullv in the personal health services provided by -the State, and of much of the profession's fears as to the future, is the failure of medical education to keep pace with the swing over of medicine to the preventive side. It is true that the General Medical Council recommended in 1922 "that throughout the whole period of study the attention of the student should be directed by his teachers to the importance of the preventive aspects of Medicine", but to what extent has that recommendation been implemented? The reform of medical education is far too large a subject for me to discuss here, but I hope in a minute to give some indication of what I believe to be the need that it should meet, or in other words what position the general practitioner should occupy in the State of the future.
In the reflections and speculations which I am now about to offer you I would emphasize that I speak as an individual and that my views are not necessarilv those of the great Department which I have the honour to serve.
REFLECTIONS AND SPECULATIONS
As Riesman says: "We can see far, because we are standing on the shoulders of our ancestors." What, then, have we seen from that elevation which will help us in planning the future of medical practice? First we have seen the doctor's evolution through many vicissitudes from the magician, through the priest and the tradesman, to the erudite-or pseudo-erudite-scholar and finally to the practical scientist-an evolution in which a rise in ethical and educational standards was accompanied by a corresponding increase in popular regard. The more closely the doctor has approached to the high standard of the Hippocratic code the higher have the public esteemed him. Secondly, we have noted how easily decadence can set in, the wiscnom of one civilization being lost for centuries and preserved, if at all, by what appears to be a mere chance. Can we be so certain this will never. happen again? It nearly happened in 1940, as the rapid decline of medicine in Germany under the false ideology and tyranny of the Nazis proves.
Thirdly, we have marked how some of the most enlightened civilizations-for instance the Chinese, Indian, Egyptian and even the Greek in the end-have been marred by confining the provision of medical care to certain sections of the population. You may say that such a thing is impossible in the England of to-day, but h.ave we, for instance, treated the uninsured black-coated workers and lower-paid sections of the professional classes fairly in this respect?
Fourthly, we have noticed how during the most advanced and humane phases of many civilizations, the State has appointed medical officers to care for the poor, to guard against epidemics, and to protect, and even prescribe, the food and drink of the peoplein other word.s to practise preventive medicine. We are proud-and justly so, I believeof our country's record as a pioneer in this kind of work, but progress must be continuous if we wishto avoid decay and that progress cannot be left to public health officials or enthusiastic laymen: it depends for its success on the active, intelligent, day-to-day co-operation of the general practitioner.
Lastly, we have been struck by the way in which decadence in medicine has coincided with over-specialization on insufficient knowledge. Can we feel so safe against the recurrence of this danger? You may say that modern medicine is truly -scientific and that a high degree of specialization is necessary if we are to reap the benefits of new discoveries and expert procedures. There is much truth in this contention, but even in these enlightened days we know of manufacturers launching new remedies on the market based on new discoveries but backed by extravagant claims not justified by the scientific evidence available, remedies snatched at by harassed practitioners in the hope that they may benefit patients whom nothing seemis to cure or even alleviate; we know that there are specialists whose outlo-ok is so cramped that they tend too often to attribute their patients' ailments to some unusual condition in their own sphere. The only sure defence against over-specialization is, I believe, to give the general practitioner a dominant share in the care of the patient, and to fit him for this important position in the State, we must see to it that he is rightly educated. All of us who have been medical students know the fascination of the study of fully developed disease, the care of dangerous illness, and the dramatic appeal of difficult operations. But the prevention of disease and -the achievement and preservation of perfect health, both physical and mental, also have a compelling appeal if presented by teachers who have the right outlook on health and disease, and I refuse to believe that the medical student of to-day, the brother of the radiolocation operator who accurately fixes the unseen aircraft at -an incredible distance; and of the antiaircraft gunner who hits a target he cannot even see I cannot believe that the medical student in his turn is incapable of feeling the fascination and satisfaction of detecting the first glimmering of ill-health in his patient and defeating it, of adjusting his patient to the environment with the same pride and accuracy with which the skilled member of a R.A.F. maintenance crew adjusts his "kite".
I have heard it maintained that the general practitioner should concern himself solely with so-called "clinical medicine", by which I suppose is meant the treatment of developed disease in other words he is to turn a blind eye to the opening stable door, waiting until the horse is loose to start chasing it. Surely this is entirely contrary to all the traditions of our profession--and indeed contrary to common sense. No one, I think, expects the general practitioner to be an expert on environmental hygiene, though he should understand its principles; or to be an epidemiologist, though he should certainly be familiar with the ways in which infectious diseases are transmitted. But if he is to do his duty as the guardian of the patient's health he must know three things; first his patient's heredity and environment, including his home circumstances and conditions of employment in shor.t all the factors which may result in a deviation from perfect mental and physical health; second, his medical history and present condition; and third, but by no means least, -all the agents, including not merely methods of treatment, but also all the public and private organizations, which can be invoked to restore him to his normal or a condition better than this. During the last two centuries the good general practitioner has established himself in the esteem and affection of his patients as a guide, philosopher and friend, though recently certain social tendencies and the growth of specialization have, as I have already pointed out, tended to some extent to undermine this position, to the detriment of the people's health. We must not only re-establish him as the trusted confidant and guardian of the patient and of the family, but we must strengthen his position in everv possible way, placing in his hand all the weapons that modern science and State organization have provided. I am convinced that the general practitioner is to-dar presented with a wonderful opportunity-which, if neglecte, may never recur-of occupying a key position in medicine and in the State, and from that position exercising an incalculable influence for good on ,the health and happiness of his fellow countrymen, thereby ensuring to himself, a life of absorbing interest and abiding satisfaction in the greatest of all professions.
Let us promote the private practitioner to be a general practitioner, a real general marshalling all the forces of the State and voluntary organizations for the capture of health.
Come, then, dear friend on whom so oft we've leant In sickness sore and anguish of the soul. You for whose aid we ne'er in vain have sent Help us, before disease can take its toll. Show us the way to win life's greatest wealth Body and mind attuned in perfect health.
[I am greatly indebted to Dr. Charles Singer for his invaluable advice on the historical portion of this address.]
